PARTNERSHIPS
FOR CIRCULAR
SOLUTIONS

Yorkdale is one of Canada’s premier shopping destinations with more than 18 million
guests visiting each year.
As guests weave their way through Yorkdale’s
more than 270 stores and food collection they
may not realize Yorkdale is taking a proactive
approach and employing innovative practices
to minimize their impact on the environment
through unique programs and partnerships that
reduce waste, conserve energy, and promote
circular economies. In order for Yorkdale to
achieve success, they rely on collaboration and
partnerships with organizations that work to
ensure co-operative success in sustainability
and environmental protection.
While some of the initiatives and programs at
Yorkdale are immediately visible to guests –
when they enter the washrooms facilities, walk
through the shopping centre, or enjoy food
and beverage in the food collection – others
may not seem so obvious. Guests may not
realize it takes 25,000 work hours annually
by Lexus Cleaning Services their custodial
partner to ensure that recyclable materials are
separated from non-recycling waste, or that on
average 65 metric tonnes of waste is removed
and managed from the washroom facilities by
cleaning partner Biochem Cleaning Solutions.

With a property footprint spanning two
million square feet, Yorkdale encounters
many challenges in continually reducing their
environmental impact. Tackling the most
common facility management considerations,
like waste reduction and energy conservation,
is ongoing but Yorkdale goes beyond the
industry norm by taking an active role to engage
with partners who help manage organics and
textile waste streams. For example, Yorkdale
relies on programs like Brands for Canada,
an organization that offers retail tenants the
opportunity to donate unsellable merchandise
to ensure they are kept out of disposal. At
the food collection, leftover organics are
diligently separated from other waste and
diverted to an aerobic composting program
managed by Waste Reduction Group, 144.29
MT of organics were diverted last year! In a
completely closed loop system the resulting
compost is then returned back to the property
to be used as soil amendment and fertilizer
for Yorkdale’s landscape. When managing
Yorkdale’s landscaping, Beaver Landscaping
& Gardening then ensures material like trees
and planters are donated, reused and recycled
whenever possible.
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YORKDALE’S CIRCULAR COMMITMENTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS:
•

Collected used cooking oil from food court tenants to be processed and reused as
a circular supply in the form of biodiesel.

•

Recovered 922,662 beverage containers, which can produce fiberfill for 184,533 ski
jackets.

•

The circular economy aims to protect and improve our natural environment. Yorkdale
created a habitat for native plants to support pollinators, improve biodiversity, and
restore natural habitats.

•

Fifty-seven million straws are used daily across Canada. Avoiding or eliminating
single-use items is an important part of the circular economy, and Yorkdale first
banned single-use plastic straw at all onsite Food Retailers in 2019.

•

Capture and harvest rainwater to irrigate and water landscaped areas instead of
drawing from the municipal water system. In doing so Yorkdale supports a circular
economy by recirculating a natural resource, which saves energy by avoiding water
treatment.

•

Solar power is a circular solution because it is a renewable energy supply. Yorkdale’s
solar panels produce approximately 250,000 kWh annually, which is enough to
power the shopping centre’s interior and exterior lighting for three months.

•

A circular economy maximizes resources and minimizes waste by making the best
possible use of a product. By recycling 706 metric tonnes of paper Yorkdale avoids
12,714 trees from being cut down as a source for new paper.

•

Electric hand-dryers are a circular solution with minimal waste and can be easily
repaired. By using hand-dryers instead of paper towels in restrooms, Yorkdale avoids
1,464 trees from being cut down annually.
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Management at Yorkdale, in collaboration with their sustainability consultant
advisors at CD SONTER, have recognized the critical importance of engaging
leading service partners to support their ambitious circular economic goals.
It is the pursuit of these multi-faceted partnerships where shared interpretations
of barriers, approaches, and solutions are discussed and solutions are sought.
Collaboration is the cornerstone of our collective acceleration to adopting
circular economic practices and Yorkdale is putting those concepts into
action.

Learn more about Yorkdale’s partners in waste reduction and circular solutions:

BEAVER LANDSCAPING
Beaver Landscaping & Gardening has been working with Yorkdale since 2013 for exterior
landscape maintenance and interior plant-scaping maintenance. Beaver Landscaping supports
reuse and recycling at Yorkdale by:
•

Donating trees and plants to staff and patrons.

•

Plants that are seasonal for holidays are often donated to community centres.

•

Large back rectangular planters are being donated to community gardens and others will
be used for Yorkdale’s yearly elevated eats vegetable planting program.

•

Used planting containers are all 100% recycled.

•

Old site furniture such as benches, chairs are donated or re-purposed.

Interior planters at Yorkdale Shopping Centre. Credit: Beaver Landscaping on Twitter (@Beaverlands)

BIOCHEM ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
Biochem partners with Yorkdale to deliver hygiene solutions within the shopping centre. It
currently removes four different segments of waste from Yorkdale:; feminine hygiene disposal,
diaper; used personal protective equipment; and biomedical waste. Biochem has a zero waste
to landfill policy, and over the last four years Biochem has diverted 262.70 metric tonnes
of waste, which is the equivalent of 207.46 cubic metres of landfill space and 672 tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions. It has also collected 5,325 batteries at Yorkdale for diversion.
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BRANDS FOR CANADA
Brands for Canada receives donations of new clothing and other personal care items from
retailers, manufacturers and distributors. Many retailers at Yorkdale are donation partners and
Brands for Canada provides clothing donation bins directly on the shopping centre premises,
which makes it easy for the stores that have unsellable items left to donate thus keeping
perfectly usable clothing and accessories out of landfill.
The donation bins are used to collect useful, new items such as coats, boots, shoes, purses,
pants, tops, and children’s wear. These items are in perfect condition and instead of going to
landfill, they are donated and their life is extended through reuse. Yorkdale is the first shopping
centre in Canada to participate in the Brands for Canada program. Learn more about Brands
for Canada and its diversion program.

CD SONTER
CD SONTER has partnered with Yorkdale for over 15 years, focusing on numerous solutionoriented sustainability initiatives.
•

Waste Optimization: CD SONTER provides transparency, insight, and custom recommendations
to bolster sustainability reporting and demonstrate due diligence to stakeholders. Results
are verified by an objective third-party, eliminating any conflict of interest while offering
credibility to the property’s diversion metrics and reporting activities, while meeting
regulatory and corporate requirements.

•

CD SONTER has supported Yorkdale’s achievement in several programs that recognize
waste management in sustainable building operations such as, Parksmart, 3R Certified,
Cleaning Industry Management Standard, and sustainable product procurement. They have
achieved a 95.5% Platinum score in their 2018 BOMA BEST Certification, and a remarkable
95.7% score in the waste section. Yorkdale is among the highest-scoring shopping centres
in Canada.

•

Occupant Engagement Services: Yorkdale and CD SONTER partner annually on a full
shopping centre-wide training program in which a one-on-one hands-on training session
is completed with each tenant. Ongoing waste reduction, diversion, and circular economy
guidance with all key stakeholders contributes to the shopping centre’s success with their
diversion and procurement goals.

DARLING INGREDIENTS
Darling Ingredients is the largest independent rendering company in the world and one of the
largest renewable diesel producers in North America. Darling has partnered with Yorkdale to
convert 45 tonnes of their used cooking oil from their food collection into sustainable fuel for
the future.
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LEXUS CLEANING SERVICES
Lexus Cleaning Services Inc. supplies cleaning services to the food collection and offices at
Yorkdale. It also provides specialty services such as pressure washing, carpet cleaning, and
disinfection. Yorkdale is the only retail facility in North America certified under the Cleaning
Industry Management Standard.
Twenty-five thousand work hours per year are spent in order to ensure recyclable materials are
separated from non-recycling waste by Lexus Clearing Services at Yorkdale. Lexus is proud of
the participation of its front-line staff in the food collection and their enthusiastic commitment
to ensure waste is diverted according to Yorkdale guidelines.

WASTE REDUCTION GROUP
Waste Reduction Group Inc. services Yorkdale with three key service lines that helps Yorkdale
reduce waste and improve recycling: organics for composting; bottles and cans for recycling;
and wooden skids for reuse.
The aerobic composting program launched for Yorkdale by Waste Reduction Group maximizes
the organics collected for composting, and is a circular highlight as it recovers food and organic
waste; diverts material from landfill; and returns waste as compost to improve biodiversity by
returning nutrients back to the earth. Leftover organics are diligently separated from other
waste and diverted to an aerobic composting program managed by Waste Reduction Group,
144.29 MT of organics were diverted last year!

PARTNERS:
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